04 Revised Sheet Number.
See Sheets 2A(16) - 2A(23) for Geotechnical Recommendations

Denotes Unsuitable Material at, or below Subgrade

Design Features Relating to Construction or to Regulation and Control of Traffic may be subject to change as deemed necessary by the Department.
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For more information on Unsuitable Materials, see the attached soil location charts.

Rinkers DO NOT VERIFY GEOTECHNICAL DATA.

Accurately reflects soils as observed in the field during the field survey.

Accuracy of the field survey may be challenged in the field.

Design Features relating to construction or traffic control may be subject to change as deemed necessary by the department.
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Rinker Design Associates, P.C. (703) 368-7373, April 2020
Accumark (703) 635-3060; May 2020
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To Station 606+25.00

Revised for extended project limits/realignment.